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Future External

Deployments,

Structures and

Skill Sets

The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has changed many

aspects of Pharma over the past seven-plus months and is

likely to have an impact on the way future hiring and

staffing of organizations is conducted. The U.S.-based

management consulting firm McKinsey & Company

suggest that as Pharma continues to shift to more remote

work environments, demand may shift toward the need for

new capabilities and different talents.

An article on McKinsey’s website notes that as overall

network costs come under scrutiny driven by increased

costs elsewhere, traditional organizations may come

under pressure, driving changes in design of the

corporate structure and operating models and resulting in

a significant redistribution of talent.

The consulting firm theorizes that a remote, work-from-

home model will create agility within organizations and in

turn enable leaner, more flexible, and better-distributed

organizations.

Covid-19 has also forced Pharma to adopt new and more

efficient ways of working, the article’s authors

write.Organizations focused on retaining and building on

these new efficiencies are expected to do well when work

resumes.
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Summary
This report, prepared for the exclusive use of delegates

attending the third, and final, installment of 14th National

Pharmaceutical Congress, summarizes findings on future

external deployments, corporate structures and skill sets.

Additionally, the report highlights research on the Pharma

industry’s activities with respect to advancing inclusion

and diversity.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/pharmaceuticals-and-medical-products/our-insights/pharma-operations-the-path-to-recovery-and-the-next-normal




Where Are We 

With Respect To

Inclusion and

Diversity?

According to an article in Pharma’s Almanac written by Dr.

Cynthia A. Challener, scientific content director at the

New York-based marketing agency Nice Insight, hiring

employees from diverse backgrounds has shown to have a

measurable positive impact on a company’s bottom line.

Dr. Challener writes that companies who include diverse

backgrounds in their workforce are 35% more likely to

have financial returns above their national industry

medians. Additionally, companies in the top quartile for

gender diversity are 15% more likely to see greater

financial returns.

Companies with above-average diversity had 19% higher

innovation revenues and organizations with inclusive

cultures were six times more likely to be innovative and

agile, eight times more likely to achieve better business

outcomes, and twice as likely to meet or exceed financial

targets.
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The shift in the way Pharma continues business under a new normal with the adoption of digital

and analytics tools and automation could force their operations to have a greater need for the

kind of trained talent that can program, operate, and interpret data from these new technologies.

Brian Albright, the global manufacturing and supply chain leader, at Pharma Solutions, DuPont

Nutrition & Biosciences, told the Pharma’s Almanac that Covid-19 has provided many lessons and

inspirations for improvement within his company’s workforce.

Albright said the coronavirus pandemic has forced the company to re-think how they organize

shift work in-office in an effort to minimize the number of people and reduce the risk of

contamination while also continuing to deliver quality products on time.

“We’ve cross-trained our employees to be able to cover various roles and enacted even closer

collaboration through a Sales & Operation Planning Process between our commercial and supply

teams to quickly react to market changes in this unpredictable environment,” Albright explained.

https://www.pharmasalmanac.com/articles/is-the-pharma-industry-developing-cultural-intelligence
https://www.pharmasalmanac.com/articles/is-the-pharma-industry-developing-cultural-intelligence




Acknowledge historical inequalities across society

Call out inappropriate behaviours

Ensure everyone has a voice and is listened to

Set diversity goals that are meaningfulInstil diversity into all of the company’s actions,

including what you click/like on social media

While the numbers show employing a diverse workforce can have a positive impact on a

company’s productivity, Dr. Challener notes the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries have

some ground to make up before they can be considered diverse and inclusive.

Although people with diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds make up a growing percentage of

the population in the United States, African Americans, Asians, and Latinos comprise less than

10%, 14%, and 11%, respectively, of the U.S. pharmaceutical workforce, said Dr. Challener.

Furthermore, diverse patients account for less than 10% of patients enrolled in clinical trials,

according to the National Institutes of Health.

At Pharma Phorum, David Peacock, the managing director for MSD, a biopharmaceutical

company headquartered in New Jersey, writes that diversity and inclusion remain a significant

challenge in the life sciences sector.

Peacock admits that in order for diversity and inclusion to thrive within a company, there needs

to be a culture in place to allow it to do so.

In an effort to instill a diverse and inclusive culture at any workplace, Peacock recommends

companies do the following:

Data sources include reports from McKinsey & Company, a U.S.-based management consulting

firm and articles published online.
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Click here to listen to the NPC Podcast 

https://pharmaphorum.com/views-analysis-patients/how-companies-can-encourage-more-diversity-and-inclusion-in-pharma/
http://www.pharmacongress.info/podcast/


PHARMA'S PURPOSE, PEOPLE & PROCESS POST-COVID



James Cran, President, Pharma Consultants Inc. After spending many years in various marketing

and sales roles within Astra, SmithKline Beecham and GSK, James founded ANTIBODY

Healthcare Communications in 2003. Over the next 17 years, James built one of the most

successful agencies within the pharma industry.  However, in April 2020, he decided to return to

his entrepreneurial roots to focus on unique initiatives to really drive prescriber adoption and

use of brand medications.   

Sylvie Pilon, former Vice-President, General Manager, Lundbeck Canada. With more than 30

years of experience in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry, Sylvie is a passionate

people leader driven by purpose with a track record of success. She is the former Vice President

and General Manager of Lundbeck Canada where she brought the Canadian affiliate to new

levels of performance by successfully implementing a clear corporate strategy while ensuring

that employees were motivated and aligned under a common vision and purpose.
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Paul Petrelli, General Manager, Jazz Pharmaceuticals Canada. Paul has a proven track record of

performance and experience leading people and business in biotechnology and rare disease in  

 both Canada and the United States. His experience includes building and growing businesses

with companies like GlaxoSmthKline, AstraZeneca, Biogen and Jazz Pharmaceuticals.

Ronnie Miller, President and CEO of Roche Canada. Ronnie is responsible for the growth and

success of the Canadian Pharmaceuticals Division, particularly as it relates to the company’s

mandate of developing and delivering innovative healthcare solutions for Canadians.
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Dave Cann, Senior Director, Business Development at Ashfield Healthcare Canada. Dave started

in healthcare with Medical Communications Group (MCG) in 2012 before they were acquired by

Ashfield, and has been partnering with Canada’s leading Pharmaceutical, Medtech, Biotech and

OTC healthcare companies designing, developing and deploying fit-for-purpose go-to-market

strategies. 

Danielle Portnik, Product Manager, Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals & Healthcare

Businesswomen’s Association (HBA) Toronto President. As the Canadian Product Manager with

Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, Danielle leads the national marketing strategy for in-market

medications and has led substantial business development initiatives for Canadian drug and

medical device commercialization. 

Marissa Poole, Country Lead, Sanofi Canada and General Manager, Sanofi Genzyme Canada.

With more than 25 years in the healthcare industry, Marissa has built her career in the pharma

and biotech industry with deep expertise in clinical research and development, operations,

commercialization and medical affairs. 

Eileen McMahon, Partner, Torys LLP. Eileen is the Chair of Torys' Intellectual Property and Food

and Drug Regulatory Practices. She is recognized nationally and internationally as a leading

lawyer in the life sciences. Eileen is a Certified Licensing Professional of the Licensing Executive

Society (LES) (2011-2020), United States and Canada, having negotiated and concluded

hundreds of commercial agreements in the life sciences industry.

For a weekly briefing on topics pertinent to healthcare marketers and executives please get your 

 free subscription to the NPC HealthBiz Weekly newsletter by visiting healthbiz.substack.com.
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